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Subject: Grade 4 Science  

Term 1 

Week 9:  Lesson: 26B 

Date:  

Topic: Why are living things endangered? 

Practice: Reading and comprehension exercise  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Introduction  

This lesson has 1 resource title ‘Why are living things endangered?’ 

 

Instructions  

In your Science exercise book, copy the Header. Make sure that your Handwriting is 

neat and legible. (I will be checking your exercise books when you return to school).   

 

Practice exercise 2:  

1. Read the section on Introduced species of Resource B, Lesson 22B - “Why are 

living things endangered?” and answer the questions.  

2. Copy the Questions first and then answer the Question in complete sentences.  

 

Question 1: 

What are introduced ‘plants and animals? Begin your sentence like this: Introduced 

plants and animals are   

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Question 2: 

List the animals in paragraph 5 that have been introduced into Australia. Begin your 

sentence like this: The animals that have been introduced into Australia are 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

Question 3: 

What must introduced animals do in order to survive in their new habitat? Begin your 

sentence like this: Introduced animals have to  

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 
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Question 4: 

The rabbit and the bilby are similar creatures. A bilby is a native species while a rabbit is 

an introduced species. The rabbit is a major cause of the bilby becoming extinct.  

Explain 2 reasons for this. Begin your sentence like this: Bilbies are becoming extinct 

because  

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Please copy the point given below; (Write neatly and do not miss a word)  

 Introduced animals and plants are those not native to an area. They have been 

brought there for a particular purpose from other habitats, often in different 

countries.  

 


